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Key features
- stay sharp with this organiser with its built-in 
pencil sharpener. 
- You’ll love the two pack, 100 page novelty 
sticky notes made with a strong adhesive. 
- never loose your paperclips with our built-in 
magnet design.
- this quirky organiser can be used to hold 
your phone as a docking station and the office 
tidy has space to integrate a charging lead.
 -use the toaster slots for business cards to 
keep your contacts organised.

%Size product 11 x 11 x 7 cm
%size Box: 15 x 12 x 7 cm

14541 Office toaster

Notepad Holder
OFFICE TOASTER

order in 6s

sharpener

magnetic front
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Revolutionary Arch Blade Stress-free Scissors Arch Blade

Revolutionary
Arch Blade Scissors

order in 5s per colour

Scissors for every use
By using all parts of the blade from end to 
edge, the newly developed STRESS-FREE ARCH 
BLADES easily cut materials that conventional 
scissors find it difficult!

Stress-free
Stress-Free arch blades cut approximately
X 4 than conventional blades.

Hybrid-arch blades for stress-free cutting
This scissor has  special pat pending arch-
shaped blades that provide the lightest cutting 
experience.  Perfect for cutting paper or 
cardboard, it can even be used for cutting 
things like leather belts, extremely thin plastic,  
and plants. 

Air cushion handles for comfort
The handle uses flexible plastic with air 
pockets that act as cushions. This disperses 
the stress on hands,  decreasing stress on 
hands by 40% compared to our conventional 
products. (Kokuyo measurement) 

Non-stick blades
Blades are made with slightly angled edges  so 
that the blades have minimum contact with 
the material being cut. Keeps adhesives from 
building up on the blades, even after cutting 
duct tape.

starter Kit
%Art.Nr. 302775
%carton unit including 20 scissors

non-stick

for carton

at the office

arched bade

at home

302751
standard blue

302768
standard pink

302799
non-stick pink

302782 
non-stick blue

302775
starter kit

Multi-Functional Desk Organizer and Korean Hanji Paper Pouches

Many travel pouches are made of plastic 
coated materials to hold personal care. Hanji 
pouch made of water-resistant Hanji paper is 
an eco-friendly product that can replace 
plastic pouches. This Hanji paper is 
antibacterial, and the pouch works for storing 
face masks. It comes in three different floral 
pattern - camellia, vanilla, and lavender - that 
designed by KHJ studio.

Features
%Size (WxH) 23x15cm
%Material: korean Hanji Paper
%wit zipper
%lightweight
%available in 3 floral designs

Hanji Paper : traditional, sustainable, and 
reusable
Hanji is a traditional Korean high-quality 
mulberry paper. Hanji is also for the modern 
world: an eco-friendly, harvested material. 
Trees aren’t cut down. The paper is made 
from the branches of one-year-old mulberry 
trees, which grow back. The Hanji trays are 
varnished with a natural shellac which makes 
them water-resistant. They can be washed by 
gently applying running water, or wiped with a 
wet towel, then dried with a towel and 
reused.

Hanji
PAPER POUCH

Floral
order in 2s

42183 gelb/Vanille 42190 lila/Lavendel42176 rot/Kamelie


